
 Fantastic Five Bedroom Detached Home | Sheephouse Road, Maidenhead, Berkshire





Quiet surroundings, excellent 
transport links and great local 

schools, an ideal family lifestyle...
An exceptionally spacious property, superbly designed to offer huge living 

and entertaining spaces. The immediate impression when you arrive is how 

broad and private the setting is, the corner plot has a dense hedge boundary 

ensuring the large front garden is highly usable. The block paved driveway 

comfortably accommodates several large cars and leads to the double garage. 

The large entrance hall is flooded with light from the tall landing window 

and has folding doors which open to reveal the formal dining area. 

This is part of the huge ‘L-shaped’ double reception room which 

is a fantastic dual aspect entertaining space, large enough for the 

whole family to gather, with sliding doors leading to the garden. 

The kitchen diner is equally impressive: a spacious workspace with a range 

of fitted cabinets is ideal for sociable cooking, the open plan dining area 

has space for a sofa and TV which perfectly suits modern family living. 

There is  also a downstairs w.c.. Upstairs the bedrooms are fantastic sizes, 

to the front there are lovely views over fields. The master has an ensuite 

shower room and stylish fitted furniture, with four further doubles, two 

offering fitted wardrobes. The family bathroom is smartly presented with 

contemporary tiling. Outside the garden envelopes the house, a  handy gated 

storage area beside the kitchen leads into the patio space. There is a 70ft 

wide lawn for the children to play which wraps around to the front garden.  

• Attractive residential location

• Broad inviting frontage

• Five double bedrooms, master ensuite

• Large driveway plus double garage

• Over 2000 sq ft internally

Location

Sheephouse Road is a quiet and popular residential area, superbly positioned 
for ultra convenient commuting into London by road or rail. The M4 is less 
than 4 miles away whilst Maidenhead and Taplow train stations are both 
within 2 miles, with Crossrail nearing completion the links to the city are a 
real advantage. The plethora of Maidenhead schools are all easily accessible 
providing numerous options for children both primary and secondary 
age. There is a wide selection of independent and state schools within a 
mile, including Claires Court Senior boys which can be found at the end of 
the street. Maidenhead  town centre will soon benefit from a £20 million 
regeneration investment which will enhance the superb amenities already on 
offer. There are easy to reach open green spaces nearby along with the River 
Thames providing ample running, cycling and dog walking opportunities. 



For more information or to arrange a viewing contact us on...

t: 01628 947 888     e: enquiries@barkerstone.co.uk

www.barkerstone.co.uk

These particulars are not an offer of contract nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by Barker Stone Ltd in these particulars, 
by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Barker Stone Ltd has no authority to 
make any representations about the property and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents, 
seller(s) or lessor(s). Photography is limited to certain parts of the property as it appeared at the time they were taken.
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